Part 1 -2D integrated dataset plot

Figure S1
An example of an integrated high pressure dataset (bottom panel) and refinement (top panel) from the SB sample containing the δ phase at 57 GPa. Scattering angle makes up the first axis, azimuthal angle (going around the Debye-Scherrer ring) constitutes the second axis and the color scale shows the intensity. The wavy character of the sample diffraction lines is caused by the presence of strong anisotropic strain.
Part 2 -Raw data plots
Figure S2
Full refined 2 range plot of the raw data of the SB sample. Diamonds indicate diffraction peaks from the rhenium gasket, the asterisks indicate neon diffraction.
Figure S3
Full refined 2 range plot of the raw data of the Q sample. The arrow indicates a cluster of diffraction peaks that fit with the -Bi 2 Te 3 structure (though the data quality does not allow refinement), the asterisks indicate neon diffraction.
Part 2 -Refinement results
Table ST1
The full unit cell results versus pressure for both the SB and the Q sample. SB sample data: Part 3 -Rietveld refinements of the Q sample at 47 GPa, using various models.
(V)
Figure S4
Model 1: A space group, Bi/Te totally disordered, and with Se locked in the center of unit
cell yields the fit in Fig. S3 . The peak shape of the "(100)" reflection (~6.4 degrees) is to broad, leading to the total intensity of this peak being too low. Inset: A zoom in on the lower angle region, showing the lower intensity peaks. The broad signal at about 10.5 degrees corresponds to the main peak of rhenium (the gasket) at this pressure. Increasing the intensity of the "(100)" reflection would lead to increases in the (111) and (210) peaks that already describe too much intensity. In the equation, λ is the x-ray wavelength and γ is the probability of crossing an antiphase boundary within a given unit cell of length a. The expression assumes that γ is relatively small. The width predicted by this model scales with γ, but the relative widths of different peaks (such as (100) to (111)) is a constant. The width of a hypothetical (111) peak is thus 1.74 times that of the (100) peak.
Figure S5
(210) (111) "(100) "
In Fig. S4 above we use the unit cell of the first model, but accounting for the broadening of the h+k+l = odd peaks that would arise from antiphase boundaries. The (100) peak has also been manually shifted to a much larger angle (i.e. no longer fits with the main peaks). Intensities of the 111 and 210 peaks are calculated from the observed intensity of the (100) peak based on the same model as before with Se only in the center of a Pm3m cell and total Bi/Te disorder over the remaining sites. The result is clearly too much intensity in the (111) and (210) peaks (again the broad signal at about 10.5 degrees fit with the main peaks of rhenium).
It should be noted that the width of the (100) peak is so large that the assumption of a low value of γ in the expression above likely breaks down. and then allowed to refine freely, including swapping sites. This leads to complete Bi/Te disorder over these two sites. Se was fixed to the 2a site at (0,0,0). The peaks at low angle (~5 and 7.5 degrees) that arise due to the lower tetragonal symmetry are definitely not present. However, this is the only case where the observed position of the "(100)" peak is in accordance with the model (the Miller index of the peak in this model is (101)). We have been unable to find atomic distributions that only remove the excess tetragonal peaks while keeping the "(100)" peak. The extra width of the "(100)" peak is also not accounted for in this model.
